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On the c- and p-Discriminants of Ordinary Integrable Differential
Equations of the First Order. By M. J. M. HILL, M.A., Pro-
fessor of Mathematics at University College, London.
[Read June Uth, 1888.]
Introduction.
The theory of singular solutions of ordinary integrable differential
equations of the first order, as at present accepted, was first given by-
Professor Oayley, in the Messenger of Mathematics, Vol. n., 1872,
pp. 6—12.
It is there shown that, if f (x, y, c,, c2... cm) be a rational integral
indecomposable algebraical function of :«, y, and the parameters
c,, c4 ... cM1, which parameters are connected by (on— 1) algebraical
relations ; then, treating x, y as Cartesian coordinates, the equation
/ (#» y> c,, c2... cm) = 0 will represent a system of plane curves, such
that, if the discriminant of f (x, y, cu c2 ... c,,,).with regard to the o\s
be formed, it will be made up of the envelope-, node-, and cusp-loci
of the system of curves.
If, further, the differential equation of the system of curves be
and if the discriminant of <f> (aj, y, p) be formed with regard to p,
then the p-discriminant locus is made up of the envelope-, cusp-, and
tac-loci.
In this paper the discussion will be limited to the case where there
is a single arbitrary parameter c, i.e., when m in the above is unity.
The curves will then be what Prof. Henrici has called in his paper on
the " Singularities of Curve Envelopes " in Vol. u. of the Proceedings
of the London Mathematical Society, page 181, a Unicursal Series of
Curves; and for such curves it will be shown that the o-discriminant
locus contains the envelope-locus-as a factor once, the node-locus
twice, and the cusp-locus thrice (results which will be obtained by
interpreting certain theorems given by Prof. Henrici in his paper
" On certain Formula} concerning the Theory of Discriminants, with
applications to Discriminants of Discriminants, and to the Theory of
Polar Carves," in Vol. II. of the Procecdiugs of the London Mathematical
Society, page 108) ; and, further, that the ^-discriminant locus con-
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tains the envelope-locus as a factor onco, the cusp-locus once, and the
tac-locus twice.
These theorems were stated by Professor Cayley without proof, in
the Messenger of Mathematics, Vol. ir., 1872, pp. 11, 12 ; and Vol. xu.,
1882, p. 3.
The discussion in the paper is also limited to general cases.
Exceptional cases will be occasionally noticed, but an exhaustive dis-
cussion of them will not be attempted.
[Throughout this paper (Z will denote total differentiation of y with
regard to x; 5 partial differentiation when a:, y are independent
variables; 8, or a suffix, partial differentiation when x, y, c are inde-
pendent variables.]
1. To investigate the condition that every curve of the system
f (a'i V> c) = 0 may have a douhle point, i.e., that there may be a node-
locus; and to shoxo how to determine the direction of the tangent to the
node-locus at any point on it.
For every value of c the curve f (x, y, c) = 0 has by hypothesis a
double point. When c = y, let the coordinates of the double point
be £, n ; then the following equations are simultaneously true,—
/(«,->, r) = 0, §£%**) = 0i ^ = 0 (I).
oi, on
Next, when c = y + 3y, let the coordinates of the double point be
£ + t)£, v + dt). Hence
d.u oy
whore x, y, c are to be replaced respectively by
$ + &, ri + dt,, y + 3y.
Hence, adopting the snffix notation,
= Q (II.),
. = 0 (HI),
Hence (II.), (I l l ) , (IV.) become, by means of (I.),
A=o (v.),
/«a«+/*a»/+/*3r = o (VI.),
fJS+fJ»+fJy = 0 (VII).
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The equation corresponding to (V.) must also be satisfied by the
coordinates of the node at £+()£, i/+9>? on the curve whose parameter
is S
Hence /,+/*ft+/w3i+/B9y = ° ( v m - ) -
Hence ftT9« +fjn +/W3y = 0 (IX.).
From any two of the equations (VI.), (VII.), (IX.) the direction
of the taugent to the node-locus may be obtained by eliminating Oy-
In order that these equations may be consistent, the equation
0
must hold.
[In the above it is assumed that the coordinates of the node depend
on the value of c; hence the case in which all the curves have a node
at the same point is excluded from consideration. In this case the
node-locus shrinks into a single point (or a definite number of points).
I am indebted to Professor Henrici for the remark that the proper
way to treat such singularities is to use line-coordinates, and then
the number of times that the equation of the point or points into
which the singular locus reduces occurs in the c-discriminant will be
the question to be investigated.]
2. To investigate the condition that every curve of the system should
have a cusp, i.e., that there should be a cusp-locus; and to show how to
determine the direction of the tangent to the cusp-locus at any point
on it.
Since the cusp is a double point, the equations (I.), (V.), (VI.),
(VII.), (IX.) remain true as before. But, as the double point is
a cusp, it follows that
/«/„-/?, = 0 (XL).
Now eliminate 9f/ from equations (VI.) and (VII.) ; therefore
(UU-fl) &+(/*/„-/*/„) h = o.
Hence, by (XI.), it follows that
/ * / „ - / „ / * = 0 (XII.).
Combining (XI.) and (XII.), it follows that
In'-/*••/»=/*•/»••/„
2 o 2
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Now take equations (VII.) and (IX.), and eliminate dr\; therefore
(/*/„-/*/«) 3«+Ul-LL) h = o.
Hence, by (XII.), it follows that
From (XII.) and (XIV.), it follows that
Hence (XIII.) and (XV.) show that, in the case of the cusp-loous,
the equations (VI.), (VII.) and (IX.) amount to but one equation,
and therefore do not determine the direction of the tangent to the
ciisp-loous at any point on it.
Another equation can, however, be found to effect the required de-
termination.
The relation /«/„—/£ = 0
is satisfied at the cusp S, t) on the curve c = y.
As there is a cusp at the point £+3ii, y + drj on the curve for which
c = y + Cy, this relation becomes for that cusp (writing D as an
**\ ^ *"\
abbreviation for di, — + dt) - + dy ?— )
OH on vy I
Eliminating dy between this and one of the three equations (VI.),
(VII.), (IX.), the direction of the tangent to the cusp-locus is detex*-
mined.
Another form which will be used afterwards is as follows :—
Since there is a cusp at £, »; on the curve for which c = y, therefore
/« _ t±, _ jjxf ~ f f '
J Zi J tin Jvy
and the cori'esponding relations for the cusp at £+3£, v + On on the
curve for which c = y+Oy, will bo
= T> &i = £> fjb (XVI.).
J(n J ni J11
Eliminating dy from the two equations (XVI.), a single equation re-
's
mains for the ratio —•, which gives the direction of the cusp-locus.
The most convenient form for the value of 5-, for use in this paper,
will be given in Art. 11.
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3. Geometrical representation of the preceding results.
The symmetry of the results, Loth in the case of the node-locus and
cusp-locus with regard to £, >/, y> suggests that a geometric represen-
tation may be obtained by treating c as a third coordinate.
If this be done, / (x, y, c) = 0 is the equation of a surface in space.
Its plane sections parallel to the plane of re, y represent the curves of
the system.
The envelope of the curves is represented by the projection on the
same plane of the enveloping cylinder, whose genei'ating lines are
pai?allel to the axis of c; the node-locus is represented by the pro-
jection on the same plane of a nodal line on the surface; the cusp-
locus by the projection on the same plane of a line on the surface,
which is such that the tangent cone at every point on it degenerates
into two coincident planes.
4. Formation of the c-discriminant of f(x, y, c), and of its partial
differential coefficients of the first and second orders ivith regard to x
and y.
Let f(x, y, c) = aH,c'" + a,l,_1c"1~1-f ... +
where c0, al ... am are functions of x, y, not c.
Let the roots of the equation
_ v,
OC
regarded as an equation in o, be cu c2, ... cm_i; then these roots are
functions of x, y ; and the c-discriminant. is
<',~7(a;> y, ci) / ( » , y, cj) . . . / (», y> cM_,).
Call this S; then S is a rational integral function of x, y.
It should be noticed here that, if m = 1, then
^(®»y» c) _ o
' dc " " •
is not an equation in c at all. In this case
/ 0". y, e) = 0 is a, c + a0 = 0,
and -LSi^i.lhJLl
 = o becomes a, — 0.
oc
Hence the points of contact of the curves with their envelope, and
the nodes arid cusps of the curves must lie on ax = 0, and therefore
also on cr0 = 0. Henoe they are the intersections of the curves o0=0
anda, = 0; and the singular loci therefore in this case degenerate into
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one or more points, and are consequently excluded from considera-
tion in this paper (see remark at end of Art. 1).
Put, for brevity,
then
therefore
SB = Qf (as, y, c,),
To calculate r-1, there is the equation
ex
y. ci)_
giving
and
therefore » - = Q , V, c
* w
with a similar expression for -=—, and
I o a;, y,
with a similar expression for -r-; •
5y2
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dx dy
3a;
|
dxdcx
3/0, y,
therefore
a;, y, Cj) dy 3c,
, ,
5. To prove that, if ,^ J; 6e the coordinates of any point on the envelopes
of the curves f{x,y,c)= 0, and if x, y be put equal to £, JJ in the c-dis-
criminant of /(cc, y, c), then this discriminant ivill vanish; and that
consequently this discriminant will in general contain the envelope-locus
once, and only once, as a factor.
For, if x = ,^ y — q, then c,, c2,... c,,,_i become roots of the equation
_
 0
3c
But £, IJ being on the envelope, the two equations
/<«,.,, e ) = 0 and ^ » c) = 0,
dc
are satisfied by a common value of c, say c = y; and suppose that it
is Cj which becomes equal to y, when a, y are put equal to $, »;. (Then
y is the parameter of the curve which touches the envelope at £, i/.)
Hence S -will contain the factor / ($, »;, y) when x, y are put equal
to £,, r\; and consequently it will vanish.
Hence S, which is a rational integral function of x, y will vanish,
whenever x, y are put equal to I, y, where £, ») are the coordinates of
any point whatever on the envelope of the curves / (x, y, c) = 0.
This can only happen when tS contains the envelope-locus as a factor
once at least. It does not contain it more than once in general; for,
if a:, y be put equal to £, »?, and consequently c ^ y , in — , -jp ; then
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~L becomes equal to the value of Q°f(x>y< c») and ^? to the value
of Q§£&&ii}f w h e n x = Z,y = „, Cl = y.
Hence -5—, T— do not vanish in general when x = $, y = 7.
But -^-, — would both vanish when a = £, y = i] ii IS contained
ox oy
the envelope-locus more than once as a factor. For, let <p = 0 be the
envelope-locus, and let S = <f>m^t where m is a positive integer greater
than unity. Therefore
which vanishes when x = £, y = JJ, because m > l .
Hence S7 contains the envelope-locus once, and only once, in general
as a factor.
Some cases of exception will be noticed later on.
6. To prove that, if £, tj he any point on the node-locus of the curves
/ (xi Vt c) = 0; then IS -^-, — will all vanish when x, y are put
ox oy
equal to I, v ; and that consequently & will in general contain the node-
locus twice, and twice only, as a factor.
Let Cj become y (the parameter of the curve having its node at
I, ri), when a, y are put equal to 4,17.
The values 2 = £, y = q, c = y satisfy all the equations
oc ox oy
The same proof as in the case of the envelope-locus shows that
these values make S vanish. Substituting x = 5, y = 17, ct = y in
the values of —, y - given in Art. 4, it follows that they both vanish
when x = 5, y = ^
It will next be shown that, if the coordinates of every point on the
node-locus mate
# = 0 and ^ = 0;
ox
then they must also make ~ = 0.
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For, let £, rt be a point on the node-locus, and £ + ££, *? + £'/ a neigh-
bouring point also on the node-locus. Then
x = l + ll, y = TJ + SIJ
must satisfy S = 0, — = 0;
ox
therefore &•{- -r~ ^-\- ~ Bq-\-... = 0,
ft °
S3 , &
"57 + 7
Retaining only the most important terms in the first of these two
equations, it follows that
f = 0.
Hence it is sufficient to use only the conditions that aj=£, y=rf satisfy
« = 0 and ^ = 0 .
ex
It will now follow that & contains the node-locus twice as a factor.
Because S = 0, whenever x, y are put equal to £, rj, the coordinates
of any point on the node-locus, it follows (as in the case of the
envelope-locus) that 2$ contains the node-locus once at least as a
factor. Let ^ = 0 be the node-locus, and E = <pB; therefore
ots! o^ -p SR
Sx &B &C
Put x = £, y = tj; therefore
Now, -rj will not, in general, vanish whenever x, y are put equal to
4, 9, the coordinates of any point on the node-locus.
Hence B must vanish whenever x = 5, y = t).
Therefore i? contains ^ once as a factor at least.
Therefore & contains <(> twice as a factor at least.
Further, S will not, in general, contain 0 more than twice as a
/?2 lrF rp 'ft* ^* "ft*
factor; for, if it did, then would -~, T-^~> T~? a ^ vanish, whenever
CJ? Sxdy Sy*
x = £, y = »j; which is not the case, as it appears on substituting
these values in the expressions given for the second differential co-
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efficients in Art. 4 that -^ would become equal to the value of
ox
Q , y, ct) _ V 9a? 9^ Ia;
dj (x, y, c,)
when x = £, y = »/, c, — y; and would not therefore vanish.
But -T-J would vanish when x = | , y = 1, if 2? contained the node-
locus more than twice as a factor. For, let (j> = 0 be the node-locus
and let tS = fin\j/, where m is a positive integer greater than 2.
Therefore | = = m (m-1) f-2 ( g
which vanishes when x = ,^ ?/ = »7, because m>2.
Hence 5? contains the node-locus twice, and twice only, as a factor,
in general.
Some cases of exception will be noticed later on.
7. To prove that, if £, r) be any point on the cusp-locus of the curves
= 0 ; then S, «tH all vamsh when
- , ~ , ^ - , — , —
x, y are ptit equal to Z, v • and that consequently iS will, in general, con-
tain the cusp-locus thrice, and thrice only, as a factor.
As before, let, when x = 4, y = i, cx become y ; then x = I, y = tj,
c = y satisfy all the equations
= y y y =
3a;* 9a; 3j/ 8* 9c 9?/9x dy2 dydc 9c 9x 9c 9y 9c1
...(A).
In this case &, -£?
 t ~ vanish (as in the previous case), when
ox cy
* = I, y = »?•
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Further, when x — S, y = IJ, ct = y, it follows that
3a 9c,
dx* y =n
61 = y-
[This result is equivalent to that given in Prof. Henrici's paper in
Vol. 11., page 108, of the Proceedings of the London Mathematical
Society. Its interpi'etation leads to the theorem that the c-discrimi-
nant contains the cusp-locus thrice.]
Hence, by equations (A), it follows that
Similarly,
dif(x, y, c,) _ ^ By 3c,
Hence, by equations (A), yr = *^
Again,
x = {
y — n
C\ = y.
8, ?/, C,) 3 / / 3C)
fit* * ! / • MIT I O* W
Hence, by equations (A), —— = 0.
It will now be shown that, of the three conditions
f
y = «i
C i = y.
when «, y are put equal to £, JJ, it is sufficient to take the first only.
For — w, -5 u, —- _ u
when x, y are put equal to £, tj; and also when a, y are] put equal to
tf + &7, the coordinates of a neighbouring point on the cusp-locus.
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Therefore
Hence, using S = 0, — = 0, —^ = 0, - ^ = 0,
brj*these become £=- ^ ^ H TT V + • • • = °>
=o,
Or)3
or, retaining only the most important terms in each equation,
Now, it follows (as in the case of the node-locus) tha t S contains
the cusp-locus twice at least as a factor.
Let <t> = 0 be the cusp-locus, and let & = f^S.
Therefore - r - r = C^S (~) + terms which vanish when 0 = 0.
ox* \dx/
when z, y are put equal to £, IJ ; which values, therefore, make 0 = 0.
Hence S (r1-) = 0 when a;, y are pu t equal to $, r\.\oxl
But ( " J does not in general vanish when x, y are put equal to £, t).
Hence S = 0 when x, y are pu t equal to £, »;, the coordinates. of any
point on the cusp-locus 0 = 0.
Hence S contains 0 once at least as a factor.
Therefore S contains 0 thrice at least as a factor; it does not con-
tain i t more often in genera l ; for, if i t did, then i ts differential
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coefficients of the third order, at least, would vanish when x, y are put
equal to £,, tj; which is not the case.
Some cases of exception will be noticed later on.
8. On the Intersections of Consecutive Curves.
It has now been shown that the c-discriminant of /(a>, y, c) in
general contains the envelope-locus of the curves / (a1, y, c) = 0 once
as a factor, the node-locus twice, and the cusp-locus thi'ice.
There is an article,* No. 89a, in the Third Edition of Salmon's
Higher Plane Curves, which shows bow these results might be ex-
pected. What follows is the analytical equivalent of this article.
If c be eliminated between the equations
/ ( w ) = o,
 = o,
• oc
it is implied that the values of a;, y are the same in each. In other
words, x, y are points of intersection of the two curves
/ (» , V, c) = 0 and / (a>, y, c + dc) = 0,
where 3c is inSnitely small. Two such curves will be called con-
secutive curves of the system, and their intersections will now be
examined.
Let £, rj be a point on the curve
/ ( » , y , y ) = o,
and H+X, i)-\-Y a point in which this curve intersects the consecu-
tive curve f(x, y, y + 3y) = 0,
where 9y is inBnitely small. Then
Therefore 0 =/(£,»?, y),
For this reference I am indebted to Professor Cuyley.
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Therefore 0 = Z/,+ Y/, + l (Z»/n
0 = /, + 3
The second equation shows that X, Y are in general finite. They
will, however, be infinitely small of the order of 3y, if fy — 0. Henco
a curve intersects its consecutive curve in points whose coordinates
satisfy both the equations
/(?,,,,,) = 0, %lk!Lr)
 = a.
Oy
Hence these points of intersection lie—
(1) On the envelope, by what is proved in treatises on the
Differential Calculus.
(2) On the node- and cusp-loci, by what is proved analytically
in Art. 1 [see equation (V.)] of this paper.
It is, therefore, necessary to find out in how many points a curve
intersects its consecutive curve when the p nnt of intersection lies—
(1) on the envelope-locus, (2) on the node-locus, (3) on the cusp-locus.
(1) Let the point of intersection be on the envelope ; then, by the
equations given above, it follows that, when X, Y are indefinitely
small of the order 9y, in the limit
These give only one value for X, and one for Y; hence there is only
one point of intersection here.
(2) Let the point of intersection be on the node-locus ; then in the
limit the equations are
These give two values for X, and two corresponding values for Y.
Hence there are two points of intersection here.
(3) Let the point of intersection be on the cusp-locus; then in the
limit the equations are
ry, ,+terms of the third degree in X, Y = 0,
tv + 2Y/,Y-Hterms of the second degree in 9y, X, Y = 0.
Now, by means of the equations (A) of Art. 7,
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Hence the equations are"
£ f,yy + terms of the third degree in X, Y = 0,
fly
dyfn + 2Xfiy+2Yfvy + terms of the second degree in 3y, X, Y =• 0.
As a first approximation the last equation gives
Hence, substituting in the first equation, it follows that
itsdz (<3y)2-f terms of the third degree in X, dy — 0 ;
but •fn=-Un=&.
•'IT Jri
Hence this equation becomes
i/rv (9y)2 +terms of the third degree in 'X, 3y = 0.
This is a cubic for X, and there are three corresponding values of Y.
Hence there are three intersections here.
Hence the number of intersections of consecutive curves at any
point of the envelope-, node-, or cusp-locus, is the same as the number
of occurrences of the corresponding locus as a factor in the c-dis-
criminant.
These results "will now be applied to explain some cases in which
the number of times that a singular locus appears in the c-discrimi-
nant exceeds the number of times given above, viz., once for an
envelope-locus, twice for a node-locus, and thrice for a cusp-locus—
cases, therefore, for which the preceding theory would appear to be
incomplete. It was pointed out at the end of Articles 5, 6, 7 that,
though the theorems there proved were true in general, yet there
were cases of apparent exception, and it is desirable to show that
some at least of these can be shown to be included in the general
theory. (It is beyond the scope of this paper to examine all possible
cases of exception.)
EXAMPLE I.—Consider the curves
[x (*, y, <0]2- [> (*, y)]" * («, y) = o,
where <p, if/ are rational integral functions of x, y; and \ is a rational
integral function of as, y, c.
Let 0, \p, x be of degrees m, n, p, respectively, in x, y ; and let x he
of degree q in c.
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Hence, to find ihe node-locus, it is necessary to satisfy at the same
time the equations
x
2
- ^ = 0,
These can all bo satisfied by taking x = 0, 0 = 0; and, in general,
these will give all the common solutions. Hence, as f does not con-
tain c, <j> = 0 is the node-locus.
Each curve has mp nodes, viz., the points where (j> = 0, x = 0 in"
tersect. At each point of the node-locus there are q nodes of non-
consecutive curves; for, if £, »/ be a point on <p = 0, it is a node of all
curves of the system corresponding to the q values of c, which are
roots of the equation x (£» f» c) = 0-
Each of the q non-consecutive curves intersects its consecutive curve
in two points, thus making 2q intersections at £, 7. Hence the node-
locus 0 = 0 may be expected to occur 2q times in the c-discriminant.
To verify this, calculate the c-discriminant, i.e., eliminate c from
X' -*V = O, 2 x x < : =0 .
The second equation in c has q roots which make x = >^ an(^ (?~*1)
roots which make Xc == 0- Hence the c-discriminant is
( - ^ ) ' X [the factor corresponding to the (q—1) roots of x e = 0 ] .
Hence the node-locus <p occurs 2q times in the c-discinminant.
Again, 1// = 0 is a part of the envelope, and it appears q times be-
cause, at each point | . rj of the locus ^ = 0, it is touched by q curves
of the system, viz., those corresponding to the </ values of c deter-
mined by the equation x (£» Vj c) = 0.
EXAMPLE II.—Consider the curves
(cP-cy + xy-ix + ijy^Q.
To find the c-discriminant, eliminate c from this equation, and
2(c 2 -e
Hence the c-discriminant is
Here the cusp-locus appears six times, because at each point i;, »; of it
there are two cusps belonging to non-consecutive curves of the system,
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viz., those whose parameters satisfy the equation c2—<
where £ + »j = 0. Each of these curves intersects its consecutive in
three points at £, rf. Hence there are altogether six interactions at£, t).
Hence the cusp-locus appears six times.
EXAMPLE III.—Thf> following example is worthy of notice, as it
shows that the cusps are distributed over the cusp-locus in such a
manner that, though each curve has two cusps, yet there is never
more than one cusp at a single point of the cus; -locus.
Consider the curves (a? + y2—c)2— (i/ — I)3 = 0.
The cusp-locus is y = 1.
Each curve of the system has two cusps, which are situated at the
intersections of y—1=0 and x2-\-y2 — c =• 0; so that the cusps are
always on opposite sides of the axis of y, and therefore at each point
of the cusp-locrus there is but one cusp of the system of curves. The
curve to which this cusp belongs intersects its consecutive in three
points: hence the cusp-locus may be expected to appear three times
in the c-discriminant, as it does; for the c-discriminant is (y — I)8.
On the Loci of Contacts of Parallel Tangents.
9. Let the differential equation of the curves/(x, y, c) = 0, be
ax
Then the process frequently adopted for fiuding the singular solution
is to find the ^-discriminant of <f> (x, y, p). Comparing this with the
other method, viz., the finding of the c-discriminant of f(x, y, c), it
appears that p here takes the place of c in the previous case. But
Hence the function — is used here in the same way as the constant
was used before.
This suggests the importance of discussing the loci of points on
the curves / (x, y, c) = 0, at which -f- is constant, i.e., at which the
dx
tangent lines all make the same angle with the axis of x.
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If the differential equation be <f> (a*, y, p) = 0, then the loci are
given by </> (a*, y, a) = 0, where a is an arbitrary parameter.
It is useful, however, to examine these loci without reference to the
differential equation at all. They may be called the loci of contacts
of parallel tangents, and the following theorems will be proved in
regard to them—
(1) These loci all touch the envelope of the curves / (x, y, c) = 0.
(2) These loci all touch the cusp-locus of the curves f(x, y, c) = 0.
(3) The tac-locus of the curves / (a;, y, c) = 0 is, in general, the
node-locus, or a part of the node-locus, of the loci of con-
tacts of parallel tangents.
10. To find the direction of the loctis of contacts of parallel tangents at
any point, which is not a singular point of the curves f (x, y, c) = 0, and
to prove that the loci of contacts of parallel tangents touch the envelope of
the curves f (x, y, c) = 0.
Let a be the inclination to the axis of a? of the tangent to the curve
/ Cr> ?A y) = 0 at the point $, i? on it, $, TJ being supposed to be not a
singular point of this curve.
Therefore tana = — f — } «=?;
W » '
 c = 7 .
Let £ + 9$, n +dq be the coordinates of a point on the curve
at which the tangent also makes an angle a with the axis of x.
I f \ x=l+^Therefore tan ct= ~\j-) V-v +
Hence -(4) l=v = -(4) *='
Jy ' c=y Jv ' c= -
Hence, using D with the same meaning as in Art. 2,
Again, £ + 3l, *? + 3*j is a point on the curve
/(a, y, y+^y) = °;
therefore f (Z + dt, n + <3% y + 3y) = 0.
But also f (?, n, y) = 0.
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Hence Df = 0.
From the two equations
0 / = O ,
it follows that
(XVII.).
The ratio CIJ : 3s gives, the direction of the locus of contacts of
parallel tangents at £, r\.
If now £, r\ be a point on the envelope,
therefore " %
therefore /«3'+/,3«i = 0.
But this same equation determines the direction of the envelope.
Hence the loci of contacts of parallel tangents toach the envelope.*
11. Tn find the direction of the locus of contacts of parallel tangents at
a point on the cusp-locus of the curves f (x, y, c) = 0, and to show that
the loci of contacts of parallel tangents touch the cusp-locus.
In this article it is useful to adopt the following notation. Denote
ct, 34 on
The direction of the tangent at the cusp situated at the poiut $, »?
is given by
a dd dy = 0,
which, being a perfect square, reduces to
(*,«)3.i;+(5, n)dj = 0 .
Therefore, if a be the inclination of this tangent to the axis of x,
U. n)
* For a geometrical proof- of this theorem see Note at end.
2 P 2
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Now, let Z + dt, i + 3»j be that point on the curve
at which the tangent is parallel to the tangent at the cusp at £, T;.
Then
 - T H > f
U>»?) v » / c
(1,1)
Hence (XVIII.) becomes i?n- ^ ^ S2 = 0;
" U. n)
or, putting ^ = (*, i 0 - ^ (,, I I),
(XVIII.),
where 12, = («,«, Q d? +.(«, , , , ) 8,« + ({, y, y) dy>
• +2 («, «,
and S2 = M,«)8P + (.|, n, if) 8«f'+0i, y, 7 ) 3 /
, +2 (i7,£,
Now («)
Also
(XVIII.) becomes
ja?+j?a^+
Farther, since i, r\ is on the curve /(a1, y, y)=0, and $ + 3$, I? + 3;J on
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the curve /(a?, y, y + 3y) = 0,
/ f t n, y) = 0, /tf+3*, if+9.,, y+3y) = 0 ;
whence it follows that
But at a point on the cusp-locus
(«) = (), 0,)=0, (y)=0,
ft«) (*, i) = ft *)*, ft«) (y, y) = ft y)1, ft«) Oi, y) = ft
Hence the last equation is equivalent to
1 r/rfl.;
y).
Hence
sc, y )
ft 0 n)
, y) a*3y+ 2 (£, Of t »?) 3«Sif] = 0.
y) 3y = 0 (XX.).
If 9y be eliminated between (XIX.) and (XX.), an equation of the
second degree in 3/j : dt will be found. It will be shown first that
the roots are equal, and afterwards the value of the equal roots will
be calculated.
First, to prove that the roots are equal, let dl, dij, Sy be trented as
trilinear coordinates, and all the other quantities in (XIX.) and
(XX.) as constants; then (XIX.) is the equation of a conic, and (XX.)
of a straight line; and it is necessary to prove that the straight line
touches the conic, i.e., to show that
i.e.,
A
II
G
ft 0
Gfty) 2
G
(«,i)
ft
J7
C
fty)
0 p
7
 fty) *
(£ '/)
(U)
«, i)
fty)
0
F r£> '
ftf
Cfty
"0
f,y)
=
)
)
)
)
(
o,
o
o
f,y)
0
= o.
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To prove this relation. The equations (XYI.) of Art. 2 may be
•written
d,i ) f
)f O l ' y ' fd.y) d,y)f
or, if 3£, ?rj be elements of the cusp-locus corresponding to an altera-
tion dy in y, then the above become
in,
y) 9^+ (r,. & y) 9^ + (y, & y) O
(i, y)
But this with the symbols A, B, C, F, G, fl"may be written
=
which, by means of equations (A), can be re-written
c£ O (f.'/) & y) .
(XXL);
therefore
and equation (VI.) gives
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Hence, eliminating d£, dy, dy, it follows that
= 0.A-Ma- II-(P(ft»?) (ft
(ft *) (ft i)
(ft i)
(ft y)
Hence the required relation is satisfied.
This being so, the direction of the locus of contacts of parallel tan-
gents is to be determined by eliminating 9y from (XIX.) and (XX.).
Multiply (XIX.) by ($, yf ; therefore
+ (ft y)(ft
therefore ($, y)2 [ A d£* + Bdtf + 211 d£ dn ]
- 2 ( | , y) [(ft
therefore , y ) 2 -20 y) + 0 (ft
28*3i| [JTtf, y)f-F(6
- 0.
This has been shown to be a perfect square. Hence, multiplying by
the coefficient of (9£/, and extracting the square root, it follows that
the direction of the locus of contacts of parallel tangents at a cusp
of the curves f(*c, y, c) = 0 is given by the equation
)] = 0.
Again, the direction of the cusp-locus may be determined from
(VI.) and the first and third ratios of equations (XXI.), i.e.,
and
= 0 .
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Eliminating 3y, it follows that
a« [A (f,
 yy-2Q (i,«)(«, y ) + c a o1]
Heuce the loci of contacts of parallel tangents touch the cusp-locus.
12. To prove that the lac-locus of the curves f (x, y,c)=0 is, in general,
the node-locus, or a part of the node-locus, of the loci of contacts of parallel
tangents to the curves f (x, y, c) = 0.
At a point S, rj on the tac-locus where the curve f {x, y, y) = 0
touches f(x, y, y") = 0, the following relations hold:—
da
df(L».
y)
y)
Afdv,
Bt
<!/'(£,»;,
y")
y")
Or; Srj
Now, the direction of the locus of contacts of parallel tangents a t
the point i, n on the curve / (a:, y, c) = 0, is given by
dx _ di[
The values of ~, obtained by putting c = y', y" respectively, will be,
O.G
in general, different. Hence the locus of contacts of parallel tangents
passes, in general, in two non-coincident directions from a point on
the tan-locus. Hence the tac-locus of the curves /(&', y, c) = 0 is, in
general, at least a part of the node-locus of the loci of contacts of
parallel tangents. It will be shown in the next article it is, in general,
the whole of that node-locus.
[If the directions given for the tangents to the loci of contacts of
parallel tangents at a point on the tac-locus should coincide, then the
above theorem will require modification; but this is an exceptional
case, and is accordingly excluded from consideration in. this paper.]
. 13. To shmv that the p-diacriiniiiant of the differential equation of the
curves f (.u, y, c) = 0 contains, in (jeneral, the cnveluj)e-lucus once as a
jut tor, the- euxj'-locus once, and the tac-locus twice.
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Prof. Cayley has shown that the jj-discriminant contains the
envelope-, cusp-, .and tac-loci as factors.
The theorems given in Arts. 10, 11, 12 will determine the number
of times that each factor is repeated in general.
If the differential equation of the curves be (f> (x, y, p) — 0, then
the loci of contacts of parallel tangents are given by (p (a:, y, a) = 0,
where a is an arbitrary parameter. It has been shown (Art. 10)
that these curves all touch the envelope-locus of the curves
/ (x, y, c) = 0. Hence that envelope is at least a part of the envelope
of the curves (^a*, y, a) = 0. Hence, by Art. 5, the a-discriminant of
the curves $ (x, y, a) = 0, which is the same as the ^-discriminant of
<t> (•ri 2/> P) — 0, will contain the envelope-locus of the curves
f (x, y, c) = 0 once as a factor, and only once in general.
Again, it has been shown (Art. 11) that the curves f (ru, y, a) = 0
all touch the cusp-locus of the curves f (x, y, c) = 0. Hence that
cusp-locus is at least a part of the envelope of the curves <p (x, y, a) = 0 .
Hence, by Art. 5, the a-discriminant of the curves <j> (a-, y, a) = 0,
which is the same as the p-discriminant of <p (x, y, p) — 0, will con-
tain the cusp-locus of the curves f(x, y, c) = 0 once as a factor, and
only once in general.
Further, it has been shown (Art. 12) that the tac-locus of the curves
f(x, y, c) = 0 is, in general, at least a part of the node-locus of the
curves (j> (x, y, a) = 0. Hence, by Art. 6, the a-discriminant of the
curves <\> (u;, y, a) — 0, which is the same as the p-discriminant of
0 (x> Vi V) — 0> w ^ l contain the tac-locus of the curves f(x, y, c) = 0
twice as a factor, and twice only in general.
Hence, in geueral, the ^-discriminant of <p (x, y, p) = 0 contains
the envelope-locus once as a factor, the cusp-locus once, and the tac-
locus twice; and, in general, there are no other factors.
14. It is shown in Prof. Cayley's paper that, in general, the jp-
discriminant is made up of the factors corresponding to the envelope-,
cusp-, and tac-loci; i.e., that these factors are the only ones which
will arise when the curves considered have the ordinary singularities,
viz., nodes and cusps. It is, therefore, conceivable that singularities of
a higher order may give rise to other factors in the ^-discriminant.
Further, <p (x, y,p) is rational and integral in p. Hence it is possible
at once to write down a form of <f> (.r, y,p), such that its ^-discriminant
may contain a cubic factor ; and that such a differential equation may
be derivable from an algebraic primitive of the limited form considered
in the present paper, will be evident from an example, which will be
examined in detail, and the factors of its c- and ^'-discriminants
explained upon the principles employed in the general case.
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Consider the equation y^p* = as,
for which the ^-discriminant is x^y3.
In this case y*p = ± as*,
therefore 7/* = ± as* ± c*,
there fore if = a;5 ± 2c».c* + c,
therefore (?/5—a;5—c)2 = 4M8,
therefore 0«5-i/B)3-2c(;(;5 + 2/5) + c2 = 0.
The c-discriminant is xh\f.
It is necessary to explain the meaning of the factors in the c- and
^•discriminants.
To do this, it must he observed that the curves considered have
each, at the points x = 0, y = c*, and y = 0, x = c*, a singularity
which is equhralent to a cusp and a double point.
. A penultimate form of each curve of the family may be obtained
by replacing :«5 by x* (.«—«)•, and y5 by ifiy—bf, where a, b are small.
The equation will then be
(X-YY-2c(X+Y) + c* = 0,
where X = a8 (.c - a)2, Y = ys (y - b)\
The c-discriminant is XY = 0, i.e.,
To get thep-discriminant, form first the ditt'orential equation, treating
Y as dopendent, and X as independent variable. This reduces, alter
rejecting factors which do not contain any differential coeflicients, to
and this, in like manner, reduces to
V (oy-3b)- (fxf~ x (5*-3a)2 = 0;
therefore the ^ -discriminant is
xy(ox-3ay(5,j-3b)\
And the c-discriminant was shown to be
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Hence x = a, y = b are node-loci,
x = 0, y — 0 are cusp-loci,
x = —, y = -• - are tac-loci.b 5
Now, diminish a, h each indefinitely; then the c-discriminant con-
tains x as a factor five times—twice as node-locus, thrice as cusp-locus ;
and y in like manner.
Also the ^-discriminant contains x as a factor three times—once as
cusp-locus, and twice as tac-locus, and y in like manner.
From this example it is clear that curves of the limited form con-
sidered in this paper may give rise to differential equations whose
jp-discriminants contain factors of degree higher than the second.
To investigate the converse question,—viz., given that thep-disorimi-
nant has a factor of a given degree, to find out how it arises,— is beyond
the scope of the present paper. It will only be remarked that it may
arise in different ways; for example, a factor of the first degree has
been shown to be due either to an envelope-locus or a cusp-locus.
A factor of the second degree may be due to a tac-locus directly, as
in the general case which has been explained, or indirectly, as in the
case of a higher singularity which is equivalent to two nodes, as in
the following example (or in some other way).
EXAMPLE.—Consider the carves
a" (y -e ) 1 = (* + &)*•,
whei'e a, b are fixed constants, and c is the arbitrary parameter.
The c-discriminaut is (x + fc) x*.
The differential equation of the curves is
4as (x + b)tf-a? (5s+ 46)* = 0.
Therefore thejp-discriminant is
To investigate the meaning of the factors, take as the penultimate
curves as (y — c)2 = (x + b) (x2 — e2)2,
whei'o e is small. The c-discriminant is
The differential equation of tbe curves is
4tt8 (x + b) f - (-jx2 + Ux-e7)\
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Therefore the jp-discrirninant is
Hence the envelope-locus is x-k-b — 0,
the node-loci are x + e = 0, x — e — 0,
the tac-loci are bx2 + 4bz—e2 = 0,
26 , ^2b* 4- 5e2
Hence, when e vanishes,
the envelope-locus is a;+ 6 — 0,
the node-looi are x = 0, a; = 0,
the tac-loci are x = —--, x = 0;
5
therefore the c-discriminant should bo
(x + b) x-. x2,
the ^-discriminant should be
which is the case (neglecting numerical factors). So that, in the p-
discrimiuant, the factor a;2 is due to a tac-locus indirectly involved by
the higher singularity formed by two nodes.
Note added February, 1889.
[The theorem in Art 10, viz., that the loci of contacts of parallel
tangents touch the envelope of the curves / (;», y, c) = 0, admits of a
simple geometrical proof, as follows :—
Adopting the geometrical representation of Art. 3, let a cylinder
whose generating lines are parallel to the straight line y = jetana,
2 = 0 , be drawn enveloping the surface f(x, y, z) = 0. The curve,
in which this cylinder touches the surface, projects into the curve*
<p (x, y, tan a) = 0 on the plane of x, y. Consider a point on the en-
velope of the curves / (x, y, c) = 0, at which the tangent makes an
angle a with the axis of x. This point is the projection of a point P
on the surface f (x, y, z) = 0, which lies on the enveloping cylinder
which projects into the envelope of the curves f(x, y, c) — 0. At P,
the tangent plane to the surface f(x, y, z) = 0, the tangent plane to
* <p (x, yt p) = 0 denoting the differential equation, of the curves f{x, y, c) = 0.
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the enveloping cylinder which projects into the envelope of the
curves f(x, y, c) = 0, and the tangent plane to the enveloping cylinder
whose curve of contact projects into <p (x, y, tana) = 0, are all coin-
cident. Hence the envelope of the curves / (x, y, c) = 0, and the
curve <j> (x, y, tan a) = 0, touch at the point which is the projection
of P.]
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Mr. Basset's communication on " The Motion of a Sphere in a
Viscous Liquid " (cf. Vol. XVIII., pp. 388, 392) is published in the
Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol. XLIII., No. 260, pp. 174, 175;
and Mr. Walker's memoir "On the Diameters of a Plane Cubic"
(cf. Vol. xvin., I.e.) has appeared in Vol. CLXXIX. A. (pp. 151—203)
of the same Society's Philosophical Transactions.
In connection with Prof. J. J. Thomson's paper " On- Electrical
Oscillations in Cylindrical Conductors " (Vol. XVIL, Nos. 272, 273),
we refer readers to a criticism by Mr. Oliver Heaviside in a " Note
on a paper on Electro-magnetic Waves " (Phil. Mag., March 1888,
pp. 202—210), wherein the writer impugns the accuracy of some of
Prof. Thomson's results.*
Mr. Forsyth draws attention to his footnote on p. 28, and points
out that a history of the theorem thei'e quoted is given by Dr. T.
Muir, in the Phil. Mag., for Nov. 1884, " An overlooked discoverer in
the Theory of Determinants." The relation of the form given by
Sylvester to the general form is given in § 11 of Dr. Muir's paper.
Mr. John Brooksmith was born at Huddersfield, on the 17th of
July, 1824. He received his early education at Huddersfield College,
whence he proceeded to Edinburgh University. Here he obtained
the Gold Medal for Mathematics, and then passed tfo St. John's
College, Cambridge. At the University he displayed mathematical
ability of a high order, but ill-health prevented him from entering
for the Mathematical Tripos. In due course he took his M.A. degree.
Having selected the scholastic profession for his life's workj ,he ob-
tained, in 1850, the appointment at Cheltenham College, which he
held till within a month of his death (on the 5th May, 1888), viz., the
Second Mastership on the Modern Side. How utterly unexpected
was his death may be inferred from the fact that he vacated the
above post to undertake that of Headmaster of the Modern Depart-
ment, and that, until the last month of his life, he had not for twenty
* Cf. p. 534 of this Volume for Prof. Thomson's correction.
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years been apart from his class a single day through indisposition.
As a boarding-master his popularity was most marked, so that from
June 1853, when he opened Boyne House, until the date of his death,
that establishment has been constantly fall, and indeed for many
years quite inadequate to meet the applications of parents who
desired that their sons should be under Mr. Brooksmith's care. Sir
Charles Warren, Sir Charles Wilson, the late Col. Barrow, of Soudan
reputation, and many others of all professions, but more especially of
the army, were his pupils. In 1872, he published his Arithmetic in
Theory and Practice, which has passed into a seventh edition. Besides
this well-known work, he was the author of several pamphlets on
mathematics. The actual cause of death is somewhat obscure, but it
•wns on the Saturday morning that a rupture, doubtless of the nature
of aneurism, occurred, causing death with appalling suddenness.*
Mr. Arthur Buchheim, the eldest son of Professor Buchheira, of
King's College, was born in the year 1859, and was educated at tho
City of London School, whence, in 1877, he obtained an open Mathe-
matical Scholarship at New College, Oxford. He obtained a First
Class in Mathematical Moderations in December, 1878, and a First
Class in the Mathematical Fiual Schools, in December, 1880. In
1881, he was elected to the Senior University Mathematical Scholar-
ship. From Easter to Christmas, 1881, he attended Prof. Klein's
lectures, in the University of Leipzig, and was a member of his
seminary. From September, 1882, to Christmas, 1887, he was a
Mathematical Master at the Manchester Grammar School. The
Leipzig episode in liis life " no donbfc contributed to widening his in-
tellectual horizon, but at the same time had the unfortunate effect of
getting him out of the style of ordinary English university examina-
tions, in consequence of which he abstained, although strongly pressed
by the authorities to do so, from offering himself as a candidate for a
vacant fellowship at the College of which he was a 6cholar."f " H e
was a man of singular modesty and goodness of heart, which made
him beloved by all who were brought into connection with him."
Mr. Buchheim was also an Oriental student of some promise. It is
feared bis life may have been shortened by his intense application to
study, as, we have been informed, after the arduous labours of the
day, he would sit long at night to study Sanskrit, Persian, Chinese,
and Russian. His father writes, " I think one of the favourite plans
of my beloved son was to write a history of mathematics."
• Our authority for the above account is the Cheltenham College Magazine, which
famishes other details of interest, and also gives an account of the funeral,
t Prof. SylveBler, in Nature, Sept. 27th, 1888.
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He was elected a member of the Society on the 9th of March, 1882, and
a member of Council on the 10th of November, 1887; and died, during
his tenure of office, on September 9th, 1888. Those members who saw
him at the June meeting of the Society, plainly felt that death had
already marked him as a victim, yet he contributed several apposite
remarks to the discussion, with his usual fulness of knowledge on
the subjects which he had made peculiarly his own. This was more
particularly the case at the Council meeting, with reference to a
paper for which he had acted as referee. Dr. Buchheim, in his letter
to the Council, remarks that, " he highly valued from the beginning
his connection with your Society, which served him as a stimulus in
his mathematical studies, and the fact that he was honoured last year
with a seat on the Council was very encouraging to him in his
laborious pursuits." There is some likelihood of his papers being
collected and published, to serve as a literary remembrance of
him.
Mr. Buchheim contributed the following papers to our Pro-
ceedings ;—
On the Extension of certain Theories relating to Plane Cubics to
Curves of any Deficiency (Vol. xin.).
On the Theory of Screws in Elliptic Space (four papers in Vols. xv.,
XVI., XVII., XVIII.).
On the Theory of Matrices (Vol. xvi.).
On Clifford's Theory of Graphs (Vol. xvn.).
To the Messenger of Mathematics he contributed several Notes
which are printed in Vols. xi. (p. 143), xn. (p. 129), xm. (pp. G2,
120), xiv. (pp. 74, 127, 143, 167).
In the Philosophical Magazine (Nov., 1884), he gave a " Proof of
Prof. Sylvester's Third Law of Motion." Of this Prof. Sylvester writes
" ' The three laws of motion,' of which it forms one, were formulated
by me in one of the Johns Hopkins Circulars, and it is a proof of the
keenness of his research, that the subject of this notice (probably the
only mathematician in Europe) should have made himself so well
acquainted with them as to be able to write an independent paper on
the subject. They have no direct connection (except in a Hegelian
sense) with mechanical principles, but are three cardinal principles
in my Theory of Universal Algebra, between which and Newton's J
Three Laws of Motion I considered that I had succeeded in establish- •
ing a one-to-one correspondence." (Nature, I.e.)
One other paper he contributed to the American Journal of Mathe-
matics (Vol. VII., No. 4), entitled " A Memoir on Biquater-
nions."
It is very grateful to us to know that Arthur Buchheim " always
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spoke in the friendliest terms " of us, and our somewhat frequent
correspondence with him quite bore out the testimony we have cited
above as to his modesty and goodness of heart.
23rd January, 1889. B. T
The following corrections should be made in the present volume :—
p. 42, lines 3—8, for the + sign within the brackets, read - (thus changing the
sign of the second term in the coefficients).
p. 261, lino 3 from foot, on sinister, for — e1 read e1.
p. 266, Art. 119, line I, for 96, 97 read 116, 117.
p. 270, line 3, in last denominator, for D—a read D — a — 2.
p. 270, line 4, for a read a or b.
Additional errata will be found on pp. 55, 5G, 67.
The following additional errata occur in Vol. xvin.:—
p. 183, line 5, accent the the negative or middle term of the siuister.
r ' r'
p. 191, line 4, for p + ~ read p+ —.
•' r
p. 193, line 4, for second read third,
p. 200, Art. 77, line I, for This read The sinister of this,
p. 200, Art. 77, line 8, for c read c, and for c read c.
By an oversight, Nos. 301—303 of Vol. XVIII. were not indexed.
